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Full Description
"Why Buy When You Can Create!" TaME, the Texture and Material 
Extractor, is the perfect tool for creating original materials, 
textures and patterns for your 3D figures, clothing and props. 
With TaME you can use any digital image, albeit photograph or 
graphic, in the BMP, JPG or PNG formats to quickly and easily 
create your very own original textures to be applied to all of 
your projects.

Not sure if this is software you need or want? Then first 
download and try the Demonstration (DEMO) version which includes 
accompanying sample images and the quick reference guide 
describing the available functions.  You can even use SAVE in the 
Demo however the output textures will be watermarked.  Otherwise, 
the Demo is fully functional allowing you to use all the 
different features of TaME to see the type of textures and 
materials you could get to use in your very own projects.

System Requirements
Windows
• Windows 7, 8, 10 with all updates
• Microsoft .NET Framework with all updates
• 1 GHz Pentium class or compatible (3 GHz recommended)
• 1 GB system RAM (4 GB or more recommended)
• 24-bit color display, 1024 x 768 resolution minimum

Macintosh
• Sorry, TaME is available only for PC.
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What’s Included & Features
SEAMLESS textures, materials and patterns
◦ Create original seamless textures, materials and patterns in seconds.
◦ Your choice of output sizes ranges from 8x8 to 256x256.
◦ Great for designs on clothing items and accessories for your characters
◦ Capture materials for vegetation and buildings or to paint vehicles.
◦ You'll be amazed at what is hiding in your digital images to be seen.

REPEATING textures, materials and patterns
◦ Looking for something that isn't seamless? Its just as easy to create
  textures and materials that are duplicated regardless of seam lines.
◦ Your choice of output sizes ranges from 8x8 to 256x256.

Professional Uses
◦ 3D Artists can get new materials to use in their designs and artwork;
◦ 3D Game Developers can get new textures for characters and objects;
◦ Publishers and Writers can get patterns for borders, watermarks, or logos;
◦ OS Designers can create new theme packs and backgrounds.

Personal Uses
◦ Parents, grandparents and families can create desktops of loved ones.
◦ Scrapbookers can create new card stock and custom background pages.

Save Time and Money
◦ No need to purchase high quality textures; just create them yourself.
◦ It takes less time to make your own than it takes to browse/shop online.

Compatibility
◦ Use Your Textures with paint programs like The GIMP, Photoshop & MS Paint.
◦ Make texture templates to use with Poser, Daz Studio, and Carrara Objects.
◦ Use your texture creations in Microsoft Office products like Word/Access.

Productivity
◦ How efficient is TaME in terms of productivity?
  Given 5 Original Digital Photographic Images and 5 minutes of time,
  anyone can create 25 or more Original Professional Seamless Textures! 

Why You Should Buy TaME
◦ Everyone with access to digital images can find practical uses for TaME.
◦ The only limit is your own imagination.
◦ What you create is yours to use, share or sale.

Licensing
The purchase of TaME software entitles the original purchaser to 
a non-transferrable single user license for the TaME software 
package to be installed and used on a single computer system. 
TaME software is not authorized to be used for projects that 
violate copyright and trademark laws. Do not use copyrighted or 
trademarked materials with the TaME software without the prior 
permission of the respective owners. Purchasers will receive 
their personalized serial number from the reseller where this 
product was purchased.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please read this section carefully before purchasing TaME. Every 
computer system has a unique hardware and software configuration. 
Under certain conditions, TaME may impacted by system 
hardware/software configuration.  Conflicts could derive from the 
use of outdated video drivers, not having enough system resources 
like memory or storage available, incompatibilities with your 
particular video card, or for many other possible reasons. 
Therefore, all users are highly encouraged to download the Demo 
Version of TaME to test drive the program and check for 
compatibility with your computer system BEFORE 
purchasing/ordering a copy of the TaME application software.  
Refunds for purchases of TaME may not be refundable depending on 
vendor policies.
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